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Dear Lake Neighbors,
Just a friendly reminder, if you haven’t paid your requested lake maintenance fee yet, it is not too late. We
still have a few months before we will have to cancel the contract due to lack of participation.

Aquatic Systems has contracted to begin Alum treatments in early summer, unless there are unforeseen complications. This will hopefully resolve the excessive algae growth, and not negatively affect the chemical balance of the lake.
Many thanks to Andy Rufo, on the 138th St, for contacting the city and getting them to agree to install/
maintain some filtering devices which will help cut down the trash, and hopefully some nutrients, from entering the lake and contributing to the algae problem.

As previously mentioned, I agreed to continue the Aquatic Systems maintenance contract, at a rate of $310/
month, and dividing that by lakeside property owners comes to $248/yr.
Please consider providing any financial support to offset this cost.
Thank you,

Return this portion to:
by March 10, 2014
or call 595-0345

Kurt M. Klotz kklotz@yahoo.com
12926 137th Lane North
Largo, Florida 33774-2413

[ ] YES, I want to continue / begin my assistance with the yearly “Lake Maintenance Contract” in order to
continue the beauty of my surrounding property. I am enclosing my contribution of $248.00.

[ ] YES, however I cannot afford it at this time. I will contribute as much as I can at a later date.
[ ] NO, I do not care to join the others in keeping our lake clean and beautiful.
Signed_________________________________________ Date_______________________
Email: ____________________________________________________________________
On behalf of all those who have been so proactive on keeping our lake clean, I wish to thank you all for
your support and contributions. . Kurt M. Klotz
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